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We examine an article written by Nikola Tesla entitled “The True Wireless,” which appeared in the Electrical Experimenter magazine in May of 1919. His essay is analyzed as an example of the inability of a scientist or inventor to assimilate a paradigm shift in his discipline, and we use the language and thought of Thomas Kuhn in this discussion. The paradigm shift in question was created by Maxwell and Hertz in the latter third of the 19th century, a shift that explained the existence and generation of electromagnetic waves—the basis for wireless telegraphy and eventually radio. We also focus on the magazine in which Tesla’s piece appeared and consider why the article might have been written and accepted for publication.

“The Hertz wave theory of wireless transmission may be kept up for a while, but I do not hesitate to say that in a short time it will be recognized as one of the most remarkable and inexplicable aberrations of the scientific mind which has ever been recorded in history.”

—Nikola Tesla, “The True Wireless” 1919

“… the man who continues to resist after his whole profession has been converted has ipso facto ceased to be a scientist.”

—Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 1962

The Paradigm

For historians of radio and the wireless telegraph, one of the strangest documents they are apt to encounter is an article entitled “The True Wireless” that was published in the May 1919 issue of the popular magazine, the Electrical Experimenter. The author was the renowned Serbian-born inventor, Nikola Tesla (1856–1943). Tesla spent most of his professional life in the United States, and by 1919 he was just past the peak of his fame—a man as nearly well known to the general public as Edison. He was a contributor to the Sunday supplements of newspapers, where he described his latest proposed inventions such as a weapon that would make war obsolete by creating an enormous tidal wave.¹

Although his reputation as an inventor may have faded, he persists today as a cult figure. A web search will lead to sites proclaiming that he invented radio, radar, x-rays, alternating current, the laser, the transistor, and limitless free energy. His name also endures as the brand of a pioneering high-priced electrical automobile.
There is some irony in this—the car is powered by batteries that supply direct current (DC), while Tesla’s great accomplishment resides in his contribution to the generation and distribution of polyphase alternating current (AC). He developed an ingenious device, the induction motor, that is ideally suited to polyphase AC because of the ease with which such current creates the rotating magnetic field required by many motors.

Readers of this paper should have at their disposal a copy of “The True Wireless,” which can be found on the Internet. Note that the insert appearing in the article was written by the magazine’s editor, Hugo Gernsback, who asserted, “Dr. Tesla shows us that he is indeed the ‘Father of wireless.’” Tesla is referred to variously as an engineer, physicist, scientist, and inventor on many websites, including the Wikipedia, which contain his biography. Historically, this blurring of occupations has a distinguished lineage: Galileo, for example, invented telescopes and other instruments and was also an astronomer, and the transistor was invented by men trained as scientists, not engineers.

A Paradigm Missed

Had Tesla’s paper appeared fifteen years before—circa 1904—its content would be unremarkable. Coming as it does in 1919, just before the era of broadcast radio, it becomes useful as a notable example, in the field of science and technology, of an inventor’s failure to grasp what the distinguished historian of science Thomas Kuhn has described as a “paradigm shift.”

This term first appears in Kuhn’s book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions published in 1962. The work is among the most cited scholarly books produced in the last half of the 20th century and has been in print in various editions for over 50 years. We refer here to the 3rd edition of 1996. The expression paradigm shift has entered everyday language, and its use has steadily increased since Kuhn coined the phrase. The concept will be employed here in the discussion of Tesla’s paper.

What does Kuhn mean by this term? In the sciences, he asserts that a paradigm derives from “universally recognized scientific achievements that for a time provide model problems and solutions to a community of practitioners.” The word “model” is key here. The Greek-Egyptian astronomer Ptolemy (100–170 AD) had a model of what we now call our solar system: his earth was at its center, and the sun revolved around the earth. The concept has a limited use—it does explain sunrise and sunset, but as mankind’s knowledge of the planets and stars increased, it became unworkable. Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, and Newton killed the old model—their work, which began circa 1540 and occupied nearly two centuries, led to a classic paradigm shift. The shift describes the discarding of an old model whose use is unfruitful and untenable in favor of a new paradigm that more gracefully and convincingly describes recent experimental evidence.
For our present discussion, the important paradigm shift began with the Scotsman James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879). Consider what Nobel Laureate Richard Feynman said about Maxwell’s work of the period 1860–1873: “From a long view of the history of mankind—seen from, say, ten thousand years from now—there can be little doubt that the most significant event of the 19th century will be judged as Maxwell’s discovery of the laws of electrodynamics.”

Maxwell produced a paradigm, or a model, for light: it was an electromagnetic wave having transverse electric and magnetic fields. The theory described a wave moving at the speed of light that could be generated by electrical means, and it did not specify a wavelength—it could be, for example, 700 nanometers (like visible light, whose wavelengths were known in Maxwell’s era), or around 300 meters (like broadcast AM radio of our time).

In the late 17th century, Newton had maintained that light consisted of streams of particles, which he named corpuscles; his prestige was such that his model still had some adherents as late as Maxwell’s era, although there was much evidence favoring a wave theory. To further complicate matters, others analyzed light as a ray that describes the path of the light energy.

We now come to a narrative familiar to many readers. In the period 1886–1889, the German physicist Heinrich Hertz carried out a series of experiments in which he generated a wave that exhibited wavelengths on the order of meters, possessed a measurable electromagnetic field, and to a fair approximation moved at the known speed of light. These waves could be reflected, polarized, and diffracted—just as visible light, whose properties had been studied for several centuries. Had the Nobel Prize been awarded in the lifetimes of Maxwell and Hertz, they would surely have been winners. Hertz’s work was published in the period 1887–1891 and served as a stimulus to such people as Guglielmo Marconi, Oliver Lodge, and Karl F. Braun, who sought to employ Hertz’s discovery in the field of wireless telegraphy. The story is well told in the book by Aitken.

Tesla recounts a meeting with Hertz in the document we are studying: he traveled to Hertz’s laboratory in Bonn, Germany, in 1892 and describes in “The True Wireless” an unfruitful encounter where he informs Hertz that he had been unable to reproduce his results. If we believe Tesla, the two parted “sorrowfully” with our narrator subsequently regretting his trip. He also informs us that later, even having developed a “wireless transmitter which enabled me to obtain electromagnetic activities of many millions [sic] of horse-power,” he was unable to “prove that the disturbances emanating from the oscillator were ether vibrations akin to those of light…” Unable to generate what soon became known as Hertzian waves, and having read articles describing such waves over the eighteen-year period preceding this article, he remarks, “The Hertz-wave
theory, by its fascinating hold on the imagination, has stilled creative effort in the wireless art and retarded it for twenty-five years.”

By the time Tesla wrote his article, wireless telegraphy had been a business for nearly 20 years—and had grown into a very big one at that. When the United States entered World War I in 1917, the Marconi Wireless Telegraphy Company of America (American Marconi) had outfitted 582 wireless stations on ships and possessed 45 coastal stations for ship-to-shore and international communication. The Navy took these over at the beginning of the war. At the cessation of the war, British Marconi was eager to buy exclusive rights to the Alexanderson alternators from General Electric; these were powerful and efficient successors to the spark gap and arc transmitters used earlier in wireless telegraphy. Initially, they planned to spend over $3M on 24 alternators and employ them both in their own corporation and in American Marconi.10 If, as Tesla alleges, the big business of wireless telegraphy did not employ Hertzian waves, how did it operate? He specifically denies that the “disturbances” (a name he uses in lieu of Hertz’s waves) emanating from an oscillator “were ether vibrations akin to that of light.”

It is interesting to examine the language of his paper. He speaks of “some kind of space waves” and “transversal vibrations in the ether,” and except to disparage them, he does not refer to Hertz’s (or Hertzian) waves. By 1919, his words and thinking were archaic. The terminology in the discourse of radio and wireless telegraphy engineering had evolved since Hertz’s work and the growth of international wireless telegraphy.

We now employ the Google Book’s Ngram Viewer, a piece of free Internet software that quantifies how frequently a word turns up in a large number of books during a specified time period. The output of this software is a graph showing the number of mentions in books versus time (in years) for a word or phrase supplied. The frequency of use of the term Hertzian waves over more than a century is shown in Fig. 1. We see the term gaining currency beginning with Hertz’s famous experiments and reaching a peak at about the time of Tesla’s paper. It is not hard to understand that it subsequently lost popularity. A search of the term electromagnetic waves, which ultimately replaced Hertzian waves, is shown in Fig. 2.

As it became clear to the engineering community that the waves generated by Hertz were merely a part of the electromagnetic spectrum—one which was to become increasingly exploited by broadcast AM radio, television, and FM broadcasting—the locution Hertzian waves would have seemed anachronistic. It is evident that at the time of Tesla’s writing, the term “Hertzian waves” had already been eclipsed by “electromagnetic waves.” Incidentally, an Ngram of the term “radio waves” displays a curve much like that for electromagnetic waves. Both gained favor at the same time.
Tesla “Disproves” Hertzian Theory

Electricity and Hydraulic Analogies

How did Tesla explain wireless communication without Hertzian waves or its synonyms? The answer is fascinating. He used a fishy version of alternating circuit theory. A close reading of “The True Wireless” reveals that he promoted a form of circuit theory employing but a single wire—in other words, there is no real circuit such as those who understood the subject are accustomed to. He also maintains that the earth itself can function—must function—as this lone wire. He seeks to explain this with a labored hydraulic (fluid) analogy that is illustrated in Fig. 4 of his paper, which is reproduced here as Fig. 3.

Of course, you can send a disturbance down a water filled pipe without employing a return circuit—just strike one end with a hammer. His analogy proves nothing, but its use is understandable. When Tesla was in college in the late 1870’s and early 1880’s, alternating current theory was a new and difficult subject. If he learned
it there, or, as seems likely, on his own after college, he would have encountered textbooks that sought to treat this discipline using analogies drawn from hydraulics—a much older and better-understood subject.\textsuperscript{12} It was not uncommon then to use the word “pressure,” taken from fluid mechanics, where we now use “voltage” or “electrical potential.” Such analogies, which might employ water wheels to represent inductors and elastic diaphragms as proxies for capacitors, convey only an intuitive feeling for AC circuits and are of no use for communication systems employing electromagnetic waves.\textsuperscript{13}

Thus, Tesla attempted to apply a dubious electric circuit approach where it had no validity. In fact, one wonders why no one asked him if the return wire in the circuit could be eliminated, then why not also the wire that carries the current that is outgoing from the generator. Had he taken that radical step, he might have been on his way to understanding communication between two antennas in the absence of any earth.\textsuperscript{14}

In criticizing Tesla for his wrong-headed model, are we in fact guilty of what has become known as Whig history? The term Whig history was introduced by the distinguished English historian Sir Herbert Butterfield in 1931. It can refer to an unfair judgment of historical figures and their actions that are based on our present
knowledge of what is humane and progressive and acceptable. For example, to condemn Thomas Jefferson for writing in the Declaration of Independence “All men are created equal” (where are the women?) would be to engage in Whig history. In the sciences, Whig history has a similar meaning: it would be to criticize a scientist or inventor of the past for failing to use concepts that we now take for granted.  

From our present perspective, Tesla’s not using a wave model to explain radio seems bizarre, but given what was known in 1919, are we being unfair and leaving ourselves open to the accusation of Whiggishness? An example of Whig history of science would be to condemn Ptolemy for his earth centered view of astronomy. Given the tools at his disposal, his mistake is understandable. And to disparage Maxwell for his frequent use of the term ether—when we know that the concept is not valid—would be Whig history. I will seek to explain in what follows that I have not fallen into the trap of Whig history in discussing Tesla.  

Influence of Mountains or Obstacles  
Tesla seeks to disprove Hertzian wave theory as a means of communication with several examples. Consider his Fig. 17, reproduced here as Fig. 4. Tesla claims that “unless the receiver is within the electrostatic influence of the mountain range”—in what we would now call “the near field of the antenna”—the signals at the receiver “are not appreciably weakened by the presence of the latter because the signal passes under it” [italics added]
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and excites the [receiving] circuit in the same way as if it is attached to an energized wire.” No radio propagation engineer would have accepted such an argument in 1919. Indeed, the receiver might well detect the transmitted signal, but not for the reasons stated by Tesla. No model of wave propagation asserts that the signal goes under the mountain.16

Following the work of Hertz, it was apparent that laws of optics could be applied to electrically generated waves. There would have been no problem in explaining the reception of waves by a detector lying on the shaded side of the mountain—it would be described as Fresnel diffraction, a theory put forth by the eponymous French physicist in the period 1815–1818.17 The theory asserts, in part, that the greater the wavelength used, the stronger the signal that makes its way into the optical “dark side,” provided the distance from the diffracting edge (here, the mountain top) is small measured in wavelengths.18 Given the long wavelengths employed by Tesla (10 kHz => 30 km. => 18 miles), a number taken from Fig. 1 in his article, there is no trouble in explaining wireless reception on the far side of the mountain. By the time Tesla published this piece, the subject of diffraction of electromagnetic waves had become sophisticated and had engaged the attention of a number of distinguished mathematicians.

If the mountain is modeled as a hemispherical impedance to the wave, and if the earth is a good conductor, then the problem of scattering by the mountain can be attacked using the method of images. The problem becomes that of a plane wave incident upon a sphere. This problem had been solved in the period 1908–9 by Debye and Mie and would also show a signal in the optical shadow cast by the hemispherical mountain.19

In the period beginning in 1889 and ending in the era of Tesla’s writing, the Scottish mathematician H. M. Macdonald had treated waves from a Hertzian dipole diffracted from the earth, which he modeled as a perfectly conducting sphere.20 His work was improved by the great French scientist and philosopher, Henri Poincaré, who in the period 1909–1912 converted Macdonald’s series of Bessel functions into a definite integral that could be better evaluated. The German mathematical physicist Arnold Sommerfeld, unlike his predecessors, treated the earth as an imperfectly conducting surface, although he simplified matters by making the earth flat. He placed a vertical, electrically short dipole above the earth and derived an expression for the resulting electric and magnetic fields. His results of 1909 were expressed in terms of an integral that he evaluated asymptotically for an observer far from the antenna. He found that a surface wave had been generated, and his theory nicely supported that of another German, Jonathan Zenneck, whose less rigorous work had led to what became known as the Zenneck wave, which existed on the ground at some distance from the antenna. The latter turned out to be the asymptotic solution
of Sommerfeld’s theory. In 1919, the German mathematician Herman Weyl solved Sommerfeld’s configuration and ended up with a different approach that did not contain Zenneck’s wave. This result caused Sommerfeld to rework his solution, and his new findings did not agree with Zenneck.

In short, the first two decades of the 20th century was a lively and sometimes contentious period in the theory of radio wave propagation, but there is no hint of this in Tesla’s paper. Nor is there any indication in anything he wrote that he had the sophisticated mathematical skills to comprehend what was being written by the people cited above. There were, of course, great inventors with minimal knowledge of higher mathematics (think of Edison, Morse, Bell) but these largely belonged to the 19th century, and one does see Tesla as part of that tradition. His clinging to a sketchy circuit theory explanation seems pathetic. Incidentally, as early as 1904, a textbook of Henri Poincaré had addressed the primacy given to currents flowing through the earth in Tesla’s model of wireless telegraphy. He points out that if a coherer is placed in a hole in the ground “it will operate [as a detector of wireless telegraphy] when uncovered; if the hole be filled with earth, the oscillations produce no effect. We must look for something more than earth currents to explain the phenomena.”

Putting aside theoretical considerations, Tesla’s paper is notable for the omission of major empirical findings contained in the famous and practical Austin-Cohen formula, a concise expression that describes the strength of the electric field experienced by a receiving antenna when both receiver and transmitter are over the ocean. Louis Winslow Austin and Louis Cohen had worked for the U.S. Navy in the early 1910’s, making shipboard electrical measurements of the field radiated from various transmitters manufactured by Reginald Fessenden’s company, the National Electric Signaling Company, or NESCO. By 1911, the two men had devised a successful empirical formula that gives the received field.

\[ I_r = 4.25 \frac{I_s h_1 h_2}{d\lambda} e^{-\alpha d/\sqrt{\lambda}}. \]

Here \( I_r \) is the current received by an antenna driving an impedance of 25 ohms, \( I_s \) is the transmitting antenna’s current, \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) are the lengths of the two vertical antennas, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( d \) is the distance separating the antennas, and \( \alpha = 0.0015 \). Lengths are in kilometers and currents in amperes. The formula was effective only during the day and was so useful that it became the basis for testing new theoretical predictions of received fields. The presence of the square root of the wavelength in the exponent was later derived theoretically by the English mathematician G. N. Watson and published in 1919, only a few months after Tesla’s paper. Interestingly, Tesla, speaking of the formula, states unequivocally “… the actions at a distance cannot be proportionate to the
height [length] of the antenna and the
current in the same,” which is in direct
contradiction to what the much-used
equation asserts. Tesla’s statement
“the current in the same” is especially
puzzling, not only because it had been
established experimentally but also
because he has essentially been using
alternating circuit theory, in a strange
form, and the device he is employing—
an antenna, and a conducting earth—
are mathematically linear and should,
according to linear circuit analysis,
create a response in linear proportion
to the current exciting the antenna.

Strange to say, Tesla then uses Aus-
tin-Cohen to reject Hertzian waves,
saying that, “…I cannot agree with
him [Austin] on this subject. I do not
think that if his receiver was affected
by Hertz waves he could ever establish
such relations as he has found.” So, on
the one hand, he rejects the famous for-
rule but then embraces it as a means
to argue against Hertzian wave theory.

Let us now study Fig. 18, in Tesla’s
paper, reproduced here in Fig. 5. He
has now introduced a second moun-
tain that is further from the transmitter
than the one in the previous figure. He
argues that if Hertzian wave theory
were true, then the second mountain
“could only strengthen the Hertz wave
[at the receiver] by reflection, but as a
matter of fact it detracts greatly from
the received impulses because the elec-
trical niveau between the mountains is
raised…” [niveau is a French word for
level surface].

What Tesla fails to understand here
is that without knowing the wavelength
of the radiation, the separation of the
two mountains, and the position of the
antenna between them, we can make
no statement about the enhancement or reduction of the signal at the receiver caused by the presence of the second mountain. In fact, using elementary wave theory or a transmission line analog, we can argue that if the two mountains are separated by half a wavelength and if the receiver is midway between them, and if the soil is of reasonably high conductivity, then we have what is called a standing wave between the mountains. In this case, the effect of the more distant mountain is to enhance the signal at the receiver. There are waves moving from right to left and vice-versa between the mountains. Such an arrangement, when set up in a room, as Hertz did in his famous experiment published in 1888, is known as an interferometer.24

Kuhn tells us that if we want to see what constitutes “normal science” and the paradigms it embraces, we should look at the textbooks of that era.25 By 1904, we can say confidently that the paradigm shift created by Maxwell and Hertz had taken hold and was part of normal science. This was the date of publication of Poincaré’s book, whose chapters 7, 8 and 9 are devoted to the propagation of waves along wires, dielectrics, and air. It seems evident that Tesla was not reading the textbooks of his epoch.

**Tesla and Antenna Theory**

Another puzzling segment of Tesla’s anti-Hertz diatribe is his Fig. 16, shown below as Fig. 6. Tesla would have us believe that the antenna on the right
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(which nowadays is called “an inverted L”) is just as effective as a receiver or transmitter as the straight antenna on the left. He claims that he has performed an experiment that supports this conclusion. He also asserts that the experiment proves that “currents propagated through the ground, and not … space waves” is the reason for true wireless telegraphy.

In 1919, an understanding of the theory of receiving antennas was still fairly primitive. And it was only in 1924, with the work on reciprocity of John R. Carson at Bell Labs, that the tools that had been developed to analyze transmitting antennas could be brought to bear on receiving antennas. So, we must not be harsh in condemning Tesla for his wrongful assertion. However, it was known as early as 1898 that if antennas are placed above a flat highly conducting earth, one can invoke the method of images for analyzing them. It was well known before 1919 that if the earth is a good conductor, the electric field of a propagating radio wave would be primarily perpendicular to the earth, and the field strength would be proportional to an integral of the current along the vertical portion of the antenna.

It should have been apparent to Tesla that if a transmitting vertical wire antenna is small, measured in wavelengths, and has the shape of the antenna on the left of Fig. 6, and if it is now bent into the shape shown on the right, then the electric field normal to a flat highly conducting earth is reduced. However, the situation here is potentially quite complicated. The difficulty occurs with an imperfectly conducting earth. Marconi, in 1906, described to the Royal Society an array he built consisting of inverted L antennas and observed that the array broadcasts most effectively in the direction of the arrow shown below, i.e., away from the horizontal element. Fig. 7 is taken from Principles of Wireless Telegraphy by G. W. Pierce, published in 1910.

Jonathan Zenneck, in the same era as Pierce, describes the work of H. von Hoerschelmann, a student of Arnold Sommerfeld, who apparently was the first to explain the directive properties of Marconi’s antenna. His earth is assumed to be imperfectly conducting. He includes the vertical portions of the current induced in the earth directly under the horizontal wires of the array. The upshot is that whether one assumes a highly conducting earth or one of imperfect conductivity (as is required for Marconi’s antenna), Tesla’s assertion “that the antennas can be put out of parallelism without noticeable change in action on the receiver” is utterly wrong. Marconi’s inverted L was constructed in the year 1905, and the explanation by Hoerschelmann was...
published in Zenneck’s book, which came out in German in 1912, both well before Tesla’s paper.33

Skin Effect

Tesla repeatedly speaks of his system of wireless telegraphy implemented by sending messages through the earth. Here he displays his ignorance of what is now referred to as “skin effect”: that alternating currents have a marked tendency to cling to the outside (skin) of conductors. Knowledge of this goes back to the work of the Englishman, Sir Horace Lamb, in 1883 and was advanced further by his countryman, Oliver Heaviside, in 1885.34 The results showed that the higher the frequency in use, the greater the tendency for the current to adhere to the outside of the conductor.

It is especially puzzling that Tesla does not mention this phenomenon as he took advantage of it in arranging for photographs of himself enveloped by sparks.35 The frequency of the generator he was using was such that the energy would not penetrate deeply into his body, which meant that although he might have been burnt, he would not have been electrocuted. In an 1893 lecture before the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, he sought to explain his not being shocked with a confused discussion.36

By 1919, skin effect and the concept of skin depth (the depth of penetration of the current) would have been in the better electrical engineering textbooks.37 We can calculate how far a wave might penetrate into a mountain in the United States where typical soil conductivity, $\sigma = .005$ mhos/meter and the relative permittivity, $\varepsilon_r = 10$.38 We will assume a frequency $f = 100$ kHz. Using the standard formula for skin depth that applies when conduction current greatly exceeds displacement current,39 we have

$$\delta = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\pi f \mu \sigma}}$$

Here $\delta$ is the skin depth and $\mu$ is the permeability of the soil, assumed here to be nonmagnetic. The skin depth for the numbers chosen here is about 22 meters. It is virtually impossible for the signal that Tesla imagines to penetrate a mountain having these typical parameters.

Dismissal of Gliding Waves

Let us now focus on Tesla’s Fig. 13 (shown here as Fig. 8) and his accompanying discussion. At the very top of his figure Tesla has the caption, “Hertz’s waves passing off into space through the earth’s atmosphere.” To someone acquainted with even elementary antenna theory, the picture is a puzzle. It depicts what appears to be a vertical antenna fed by a generator connected between the base of the antenna and the earth. In 1919, such an antenna would likely be of small height when measured in the wavelengths in use. Using the method of images and antenna analysis dating from the turn of that century, it should have been apparent that no radiation propagates along the axis of the antenna; instead, the radiation
tends to be focused along the ground. In fact, if the current in amperes along the antenna is $I_0$, then elementary antenna theory establishes that the strength of the electric field is at a distance $r$ from the antenna, above the earth, is given by

$$E_\theta = \frac{I_0 120 \pi h}{\lambda r} \sin \theta$$

for $0 \leq \theta \leq \pi / 2$, where $h$ is the length of the antenna, $\lambda$ is the wavelength in use and $r$ is the distance of the observer from the antenna. All the distances are in meters. The meanings $\theta$ and $E_\theta$ should be evident from Fig. 9.

Observe that directly above the antenna corresponds to $\theta = 0$, so that $\sin \theta = 0$, which indicates there is no radiation normal to the earth, while along the earth $\theta = 90$ degrees, and the radiation is maximum, which might suggest a wave gliding along the surface of the earth, provided we are close enough to the antenna to neglect the earth’s curvature. This result would have certainly been known well before 1919. The book Robison’s Manual of Radio Telegraphy and Telephony for...

Fig. 8. Tesla condemns the “Gliding Wave.” (True Wireless, Fig. 13)

Fig. 9. Electric field and spherical coordinates.
the use of Naval Electricians, published in 1918, contains the following diagram showing the direction of electric lines (see Fig. 10).\(^4\) It illustrates that a monopole antenna radiating above a flat perfectly conducting ground tends to radiate in a direction parallel to the ground and not in a direction along the axis of the antenna. This is not a polar plot of the field strength vs. angle but a picture showing the direction of the electric field at various locations. Incidentally, one can argue that there is no radiation along the axis of the antenna even if the ground has imperfect conductivity.\(^4\)

Tesla specifically condemns any theory that claims “[space waves] pass along the earth’s surface and thus affect the receivers. I can’t think of anything more improbable than this ‘gliding wave’ theory which… [is] contrary to all laws of action and reaction.” Of course, this gliding wave concept that we would now call a “surface wave” did describe daytime radio propagation and was central to the work of such theorists as Sommerfeld, Zenneck, and Watson.\(^4\)

Tesla Debunks the Ionosphere

Warming to the task of diminishing other theorists, Tesla then damns what was then only a conjecture: the belief in what was then known as the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. We now call this the ionosphere—a set of layers of three or more ionized gases in the earth’s upper atmosphere. It was first postulated, as a single layer, in 1902 by Arthur Kennelly and Oliver Heaviside, working independently, as a way of explaining how radio waves propagate beyond the horizon.\(^4\) Although its existence and height were not verified experimentally until 1924 by the Englishman Edward Appleton, for which he was later awarded the Nobel Prize, its presence was generally accepted in 1919, especially as a means to explain the long distances that radio waves would propagate at night.\(^4\) Tesla tells us, “I have noted conclusively that there is no Heaviside layer, or if it exists it is of no effect.” One wonders if he recanted this statement after Appleton’s experiment.

Communication with Airplanes

Among the more perplexing aspects of Tesla’s article is his discussion tied to his Fig. 15. He is showing here in Fig. 11 a “Hertz oscillator” suspended in the air, and uses this arrangement to explicate something that became well known during World War I: an airplane could communicate with a wireless receiver on the ground. Also known, but not discussed by Tesla, was that two airplanes in the air might experience radio contact with each other.

---

Fig. 10. Electric field lines of a short monopole antenna. (Manual for U.S. Navy Electricians, 1918)
What Tesla must explain is how his transmitter in the air might communicate with the receiver on the ground in spite of its not having a direct connection to the earth that would be capable of effectively launching his crucial earth currents. His explanation is that “we are merely working through a condenser.” Stating incorrectly there is a capacity that “is a function of a logarithmic ratio between the length of the conductor and the distance from the ground,” he says the receiver is affected in the same manner as with an ordinary transmitter. Evidently, we are to believe that the capacitance between earth and ground makes possible the earth currents crucial to his argument.

The formula for the capacity of a wire that he is most likely referring to would have been well known by the 1910s when it already had appeared in textbooks and handbooks:

\[ C = \frac{1.111 L}{2 \ln \left( \frac{2h}{r} \right)} \text{ picofarads.} \]

This expression is the capacity of a wire of length \( L \) above, and parallel to, the earth’s surface, which is assumed to be highly conducting. An airplane in flight dragging a wire antenna behind itself would create this situation. The wire is at height \( h \) above the earth, and its radius is \( r \). All dimensions are in centimeters, and the logarithm is base \( e \). Note that the capacity is proportional to the wire length \( L \), not to the logarithm of \( L \) as Tesla asserted.\(^\text{47}\) Using the well-known formula for capacitive reactance \( X = 1/(2\pi f C) \), where \( f \) is the operating frequency, we could in principle obtain the impedance between the wire and earth. Dividing the voltage of the antenna, with respect to the earth,
by this impedance, we might think we have obtained the current on the earth. 
But what voltage are we to use? Because the antenna illuminates the earth with an electromagnetic wave, the concept of voltage difference or potential difference cannot be applied. It was known in the late 19th century that electric potential difference between two points is calculated by the line integral of the electric field along a path between those points. When there is a time varying electromagnetic field between these points the result will depend on the path taken and so the concept of voltage difference ceases to be of use.48 

Note that Tesla skirts entirely the phenomenon of airplane-to-airplane wireless communication, which had been observed during the war.49 Such communication could not possibly involve earth currents if the transmission took place over a desert or dry sandy soil. 

The Hertzian Wave Discourse

The publication of Maxwell’s Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism in 1873, which described his work of the previous decade, together with Hertz’s experiments of 1886–9, created the paradigm shift which Tesla was unable to accept. We might be a little indulgent here—the new paradigm was slow to be accepted—consider Marconi for example. 

By the late 19th century Marconi was being lionized in the British press because of his demonstrations of wireless telegraphy, but an interview in McClure’s magazine from 1899 has him declining to say what sort of waves he was using: “What kind of waves they were Marconi did not pretend to say; it was enough for him that they did their business well.”50 When asked about the difference between his waves and those used by Hertz he replied “I don’t know. I am not a scientist, but I doubt if any scientist can tell you…”51 What seemed to impede the connection of Marconi’s waves to those of Hertz’s was that it was known by 1897 that the former’s radiation could pass through the walls of a building while Hertz’s, which was based on a model of radiation as visible light, would apparently not perform such a feat.52 

Marconi’s first British patent, number 12039, which was filed in 1896, speaks of an arrangement that he calls “a Hertz radiator” producing effects “which propagate through space [as] Hertzian rays.” But he also talks of electrical actions or manifestations “…transmitted through the air, earth, or water by means of electrical oscillations of high frequency.” For a while, Marconi’s manifestations in the ether were known in some circles as Marconi waves, but the term soon died. Some further indication of the confusion, circa 1900, is a question raised by the historian of early wireless, J. J. Fahie, in his publication of 1901, “… is the Marconi effect under all circumstances truly Hertzian…”53 

After 1899, we find that Marconi began to refer more frequently in his work to “Hertzian waves.” In a speech given before the Institution of Electrical Engineers (now the IET) in
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England on March 2, 1899, he says, “I think it desirable to bring before you some observations and results I have obtained with a system of Hertzian wave telegraphy, which was the first with which I worked….”54 His U.S. patent 676,332 of 1901 refers to “a transmitter producing Hertz oscillations.” And, following Kuhn, we can say that Hertzian waves entered the discourse of “normal science” because we find extensive references to them in a textbook, e.g., Poincaré, cited above. In fact, studying the index of Poincaré, we find that he uses Hertzian waves and electromagnetic waves as synonyms. John Ambrose Fleming, who was the first Professor of Electrical Engineering at University College, London, and who did major work for Marconi beginning in 1899, published a textbook titled Hertzian Wave Wireless Telegraphy in 1903, in which there is not the slightest doubt that wireless telegraphy relies on the waves of the title.

Interestingly, Tesla, in certain of his turn-of-the-century U.S. wireless patents, refers to Hertzian waves, or “radiations,” being “brought into prominence” by Heinrich Hertz.55 In all of these instances, such waves are disparaged as being of an outmoded or less desirable way of transmitting signals, or energy, which should be discarded in favor of one that either uses extremely strong electric fields and high antennas to ionize a layer of the earth’s atmosphere which is to then act as a conductor of a transmission system (which includes the earth’s crust)—or of another that uses wavelengths so long as to make the earth into a conducting sphere that has been brought to a resonant condition. In the later case, he recommends using frequencies lower than 20,000 cycles per second (cps) and asserts one might go as low as 6 cps (patent 787,412, lines 260–270).

Maxwell and Einstein: Difficulties for Tesla

When Tesla wrote his True Wireless paper he was not a young man—he was 63. Male life expectancy in the United States was then 54. His formal education in science and engineering had taken place many years before. He had studied for somewhat less than three years at the Austrian Polytech in Graz Austria in the late 1870’s. In 1880 he audited courses at Charles Ferdinand University in Prague but was not enrolled. His course work should have given him a solid grounding in electric circuit theory, and it was in school that he developed a great interest in alternating currents, especially for motors.56 It is highly unlikely that Tesla would have studied Maxwell’s theory while at school. As first presented in 1873, it was so difficult that few could understand it; nowhere will you find in Maxwell’s treatise the four succinct equations studied today by all electrical engineering and physics students. His analysis is based entirely on potentials, not the electric and magnetic fields used now. He used 20 equations and 20 variables, and it was only through the efforts of such people as Hertz, Heaviside, and Willard Gibbs.
in the late nineteenth century that the equations were to assume the form we find them in today. Even with their simplifications, we know that Maxwell’s theory was not systematically taught at Cambridge University until after around 1900. Because Hertz’s famous experiment was inspired by Maxwell’s work, which Tesla most likely did not understand, it seems plausible that Tesla might cling to an electric circuit theory paradigm in explaining what was called wireless communication. Note however, this was not canonical circuit theory—Tesla had added some bizarre features of his own to force it to explain wireless telegraphy.

Maxwell’s theory and its experimental verification by Hertz is not the only paradigm shift in Tesla’s era that he was unwilling to accept and understand. Throughout his life, he spoke often of particles that moved faster than light—a direct contradiction of Einstein’s theory of relativity. In an interview with Time magazine on the occasion of his 75th birthday in 1931, he claimed to have “split atoms” with no release of energy—again a contradiction of relativity. He also asserted that he had, using “pure mathematics,” come up with a theory that “tends [to] disprove the Einstein theory.” There is no indication that Tesla ever had the knowledge to derive a competing theory.

Circa 1930, Tesla wrote a poem for his friend George Sylvester Viereck in which he muses about science. One stanza addresses Newton and contains these lines:

“Too bad, Sir Isaac, they dimmed your renown
And turned your great science upside down.
Now a long haired crank, Einstein by name,
Puts on your high teaching all the blame.
Says: matter and force are transmutable
And wrong the laws you thought immutable.”

Note the “long haired crank”—Tesla’s name for the man who overthrew the Newtonian paradigm of mechanics. Much has been written about opposition to Einstein’s theory of relativity; this hostility reached its peak in the two decades following the confirmation of the general theory of relativity via the measurement of the bending of starlight by the sun’s gravitational field in 1919. Some of this opposition was rooted in anti-Semitism, as the preceding reference shows, and we do know that Tesla had anti-Jewish tendencies. In addition, Hertz, whom he diminishes, was, like Einstein, of Jewish origin,—only partly in Hertz’s case—but it seems more likely that the statement to Time magazine derives more from an almost pathological narcissism that compelled him to be in the public eye.

Tesla has been called a scientist, engineer, and inventor. While the confusion and angst that can befall a scientific community having difficulty in adapting to a paradigm shift has been much written about, especially after Kuhn’s seminal publication, the effect of a scientific paradigm shift on
inventors, as opposed to scientists, has been less explored. When we study the lives of individual inventors or engineers we can find failure to adapt to a paradigm change.

**Shifting Paradigms in Invention**

Besides Tesla, whose inability to absorb a new paradigm should be evident, we have the example of yet another great inventor, Thomas A. Edison. Edison had little formal teaching in schools and was largely educated by his mother and by his own readings. His first important work experiences and inventions were in the field of the [wired] telegraph, which operates using direct currents, and it is clear that he obtained a strong intuitive grasp of DC theory. It is understandable that his subsequent system of generating and distributing electric power was all based on DC. Paul Israel, the esteemed biographer of Edison and editor of the Thomas Edison papers, remarks, “While experimenting with generators, Edison again relied on his experience with telegraph technology to provide a useful analogy that guided laboratory research.” Israel points out how Edison and his workers sometimes envisioned direct current generators as “carbon battery elements.”

Historians have written about Edison’s unwillingness to adapt to the newly introduced system of AC electric power, which posed a direct economic threat to his own DC system. We will probably never know for sure if his objection to AC was truly based on his concern that it was more lethal than DC, or whether he was acting out of pride, inertia, economic self-interest, or an inability to grasp a phenomenon requiring some mathematical sophistication that eluded him. His statement in 1891 to Henry Villard, President of Edison GE, “The use of alternating current instead of direct current is unworthy of practical men,” has proved to be as fatuous as Tesla’s notion that Hertzian wave theory is “an aberration of the scientific mind.”

**Age and Vanity**

We are left to wonder why Tesla wrote this long paper displaying a wealth of ignorance. One clue might come from an article about him that appeared in the *New York Times* of January 9, 1943, a few days after the inventor’s death. The generally admiring piece observes, “His practical achievements were limited to the short period that began in 1886 and ended in 1903. And what achievements they were.” By 1919, Tesla’s last important work had taken place more than half a generation before. Studying a list of Tesla’s patents, we find that about 90% of them were filed on or before 1903, and all of his important ones were granted before this date.

**Resurrecting Tesla’s Reputation**

His *Electrical Experimenter* piece can be read as a rather sad effort to resurrect his reputation. Moreover, his denigration of Hertzian waves and promotion of the primacy of earth currents may be seen as an attempt to preserve respect for his construction of a 187-foot tower (capped with a sphere) in 1901–1903 on
Shoreham, Long Island, whose purpose was to produce a “World Wireless System” that would radiate “several thousands of horsepower” and permit the connectedness of all the telephone and telegraph exchanges in the world by wireless means. The system was to use currents in the earth but was never demonstrated.\textsuperscript{68}

Consider his allusion in “The True Wireless” to a speech he gave in 1893 at the Franklin Institute where there is a portion entitled “Electrical Resonance.” He remarks in 1919, “This little salvage from the wreck has earned me the title of ‘Father of Wireless’ from many well-disposed workers …” Perusing the speech, we wonder who these well-disposed workers are.

In his Institute lecture he asserted, “I do firmly believe that it is practicable to disturb by means of powerful machines the electrostatic condition of the earth and thus transmit intelligible signals and perhaps power… We know now that electrical vibration may be transmitted through a single conductor. Why then not try to avail ourselves of the earth for this purpose [italics added]?"\textsuperscript{69} Notice the use of the word electrostatic. His proposal is not based on any use or understanding of electromagnetic waves. As further proof of this, he goes on to wonder what the electrical capacitance of the earth might be and “the quantity of electricity the earth contains.” None of this thinking proved germane to communication by wireless telegraphy nor is his obsession in the article with determining the period of oscillation of currents that might be induced in a resonant earth.

**Strengthening Tesla’s Claims**

In a further attempt to strengthen his claims to invention in wireless, Tesla lays claim to discovering the forerunner of the Audion in the caption to his Fig. 9 (reproduced here as Fig. 12). The captions reads, “The Forerunner of the Audion—the Most Sensitive Wireless Detector Known, as described by Tesla in His Lectures Before the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, February, 1892.” It is instructive to read the text of the talk where he discusses his “forerunner.”\textsuperscript{70} He begins by paying homage to Professor Crookes and his invention, the Crookes tube. Like Crookes, Tesla is not using thermionic emission. He employs a cold evacuated glass bulb, like a lamp bulb, but with no filament. The bulb, which has a “high vacuum,” contains some conducting powder, which in turn is connected by a wire to one terminal of a high frequency, high voltage induction coil. The bulb has a sheet of metal foil on its surface that is also connected to the coil for some experiments, but not others. The
straight lines that you see in the figure he calls a “brush”; it gives off a glow that he calls luminosity—whose shape and form he reports is very sensitive to the presence of objects or nearby electric or magnetic fields.

However fascinating his demonstration, Tesla still has not produced the forerunner of the Audion. The latter, we recall, was invented by Lee de Forest, and was the first working three-element vacuum tube. His patent application is dated January 29, 1907, and it issued on February 18, 1908. Despite de Forest’s confused understanding of his invention, within the next half dozen years it was proving its worth as both an amplifier and an oscillator. If we want to see the forerunner of the Audion we must look to the work of Fleming and Edison, whose devices, like de Forest’s, relied on thermionic emission. The distinguished historian of the vacuum tube, Gerald Tyne, makes no mention of Tesla in his well-regarded opus. This is not surprising—Tesla’s bulbs responded by glowing only in the presence of strong, quasi-electrostatic fields produced by his machines.

It is regrettable that Tesla’s narcissism caused him to write this paper—it can only provide difficulty for his acolytes and apologists. The ignorance he displays of classical electromagnetic theory, which by 1919 was a mature subject, can only diminish his reputation.

Gernsback and His Magazine
If Tesla’s True Wireless is so utterly wrong, and if it conflicts with the paradigms used by engineers and scientists of 1919, how did he get his article published? To answer this, we must focus on the magazine where it appeared and its editor/publisher Hugo Gernsback (1884–1967). Almost a generation younger than Tesla, Gernsback had certain things in common with him: they were both inventors with substantial lists of patents—Gernsback had 22, Tesla 112; both came from groups that placed them in small minorities in the United States (Gernsback was a Jew from Luxemburg); both studied science and engineering on the European continent; and both occupied a kind of nether world bridging science and fantasy. They apparently had a lasting friendship that would tend to counter suspicions that Tesla was an anti-Semite. Gernsback pressured the Westinghouse Company, which had benefited greatly from Tesla’s work in three phase power and induction motors, to give the near destitute inventor a pension in 1934.

Gernsback’s Electrical Experimenter
The Electrical Experimenter, started by Gernsback in 1913, is where we find Tesla’s article six years later. Although the term “science fiction” did not exist until coined by Gernsback in 1929, his magazine Modern Electrics carried a serialized story of that genre in 1911–12, written by Gernsback—something to keep in mind when we look at the Electrical Experimenter, where Tesla was to publish abundantly in the 7-year life of that magazine.

What sort of magazine was the Electrical Experimenter? It was dense
with ads for radio hardware, e.g., Murdock headphones and audio interstage transformers as well as Grebe and De Forest radios. Mainly, it carried stories of new inventions, especially those with an electrical basis, such as a new radio compass, a method of abolishing smoke electrically, new electric stoves, and quack medicine—anesthesia via electricity and an electrical cure for tuberculosis using the Tesla coil. Much of the magazine was given over to what we would now call “techno-euphoria”—a belief that technology would bring us wonderful things in the not-too-distant future. One example was the Thought Recorder, shown in Fig. 13.

The author of the article is none other than Gernsback himself. He imagines a man in an office who is connected to a halo on his forehead. The halo is supporting an Audion amplifier tube that detects and amplifies the man’s thoughts. They are then sent to an instrument on his desk that converts his thoughts to an inscription on a moving tape. The latter is supplied to the man’s secretary who is capable of reading the information on the tape and who can now write letters or memos based on what the boss has been thinking. The article appears in the same issue as Tesla’s, and Tesla, in an introduction, gives some measured support to the idea. Interestingly, Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, a distinguished electrical engineer who helped develop what we would now call the crystal radio, circa 1904, also comments and employs the term “Hertzian waves,” illustrating how commonly the phrase was used.

The Electrical Experimenter does seek to explain legitimate recent advances in the sciences. For example, Einstein’s special and general theory of relativity and the general theory’s

---

Fig. 13. The “Thought Recorder.” (Electrical Experimenter, May 1919)
confirmation by the observed bending of light are carefully described in the January 1920 issue by an unusual person for the era: a female astronomer, Isabel M. Lewis, M.A, who was a regular contributor and the first woman astronomer to be hired at the U.S. Naval Observatory. The magazine also published pure science fiction stories, such as “At War with the Invisible” appearing in the March and April 1918 issues, which described a war between the planets Mars and Earth in the 21st century.

Science Fiction, Nostalgia for the Future
Unfortunately, a magazine mixing techno-euphoria, future studies, science fiction and real science is playing dangerous games: the boundaries became diffuse. The March 1918 Electrical Experimenter has an article by Gernsback starting on page 743 entitled “Can Electricity Destroy Gravitation?” The author asserts it can, and describes the work of a Prof. Francis E. Nipher of the Saint Louis Academy of Science. The professor’s experiment is described thusly: He suspends a small lead ball from a string. It is placed in proximity to a very heavy lead ball that rests on a bench. The small ball and string are seen to be deflected toward the heavy ball because of the force of gravitational attraction—a straightforward replication of the famed Cavendish experiment of 1797–8. The professor then passes a direct current through the large ball. Nothing has changed. But then he applies an AC current, et voilà, the small ball moves away from the large one, thereby proving that gravity has been weakened by electricity.

Anyone with a modicum of knowledge of electromagnetic theory would see what was happening here. The AC creates a time varying magnetic field that induces eddy currents in the small ball. These currents interact with the magnetic field to push the small ball away from the large one. The clue that Faraday’s law of induction and the induced current serve as the explanation should have been the failure of the experiment to work with a direct current. The gravitational field, like DC and its resulting fields, is static. A direct current cannot induce a voltage or current in a neighboring circuit, while alternating currents have that ability. Eddy currents were well understood by 1919. One wonders how much real science Gernsback knew; it is no surprise that he permitted another paper based on dubious physics to be published the next year: Tesla’s “The True Wireless.”

The Electrical Experimenter morphed into another Gernsback magazine: Science and Invention, in 1920. This publication, although it did in some ways live up to its title, increasingly carried science fiction and proved so successful that Gernsback was able to introduce more magazines (e.g., Amazing Stories, Wonder Stories) that were wholly devoted to the science fiction genre, and he is best known as a publisher of science fiction. At least one historian has suggested that many of the ideas in Gernsback’s science-fiction stories promoted Tesla’s “still unrealized ideas” for inventions.
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